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1. INTRODUCTION 
An important and basic problem in Riemannian geometry posed by Eells and Sampson in 
[S] is: when does a homotopy class of maps between compact Riemannian manifolds admit 
a harmonic representative? It is especially interesting for us to pay our attention to the case 
of Euclidean spheres [3,6]. By constructing the harmonic join of suitable eigenmaps, Smith 
[19] showed that every element of the homotopy group n,(Sm) admits a harmonic 
representative for m < 7. In another paper [lS], we calculated successfully the Brouwer 
degree of the gradient map of every isoparametric function. So several interesting examples 
of harmonic maps S” + S” are known for m > 7. 
The main result of the present paper states that for almost all odd integers m, the 
element 2 (twice the generator) in n,Sm g 2 admits a harmonic representative. Most 
precisely, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p 3 1, then the element 2 in the homotopy group 7t16p+j(S16p+j) admits 
a harmonic representative, provided the integer j satisjies one of the following conditions: 
(i) j = 7, 9, 11, 13, or 15; 
(ii) j = 1, 3, or 5, and p - 1 mod 16, p > 1. 
We prove this theorem by constructing a series of orthogonal multiplications in 
Section 3. The Hopof constructions on these orthogonal multiplications are homotopic to 
harmonic maps S” + S”, and we can show the Brouwer degrees of these Hopf constructions 
(quadratic forms) S” -+ S” are i 2. As a byproduct, it leads to a partial resolution (Theorem 
3.7) of a problem of Eells and Lemaire [S]. 
In Section 2, we establish the following statements on homotopy classes of quadratic 
forms between spheres. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f: Sri+++ S” (n > 1) be a quadratic form, [f] E n,+kS” be its 
homotopy class, then 
(i) for k = 0, the Brouwer degree deg f = 0 or f 2, and deg f = * 2 if and only ifn is odd 
and f is onto; 
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(ii) for k > 1, [f] = 0 in rc,+kSn ifn is odd, 
(iii) for k = 1 and n > 4 is even, [f] in x, + 1 S” % Zz is nontrivial if and only if 
n E 2 mod4 and f is onto; 
(iv) for k = 2, [f] in rc,+$” E Z2 is trivial. 
In Section 4, we investigate the homotopy classes of the totally geodesic embeddings 
associated with the orthogonal multiplications we constructed in Section 3. The tools we 
used are the generalized J-homomorphism and an exact homotopy sequence. 
2. QUADRATIC FORMS BETWEEN SPHERES 
Let V, and V, be Euclidean spaces with spheres S(V1) and S(I/,), respectively. A map- 




is a quadratic form between Euclidean spaces. This means 
(i) F(au) = a2F(u) for a E R and u E V,; 
(ii) The associated map given by 
B(u, o’) = F(u + u’) - F(u) - F(u’) 
is bilinear. 
Yiu [24] showed the following fundamental result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f: S”+k -+ S” be a quadratic form, then for any point q E S”, the inuerse 
image f-‘(q) is a great sphere, i.e. f-l(q) = W, n Safk, where W, is a linear subspace of 
Rn+k+l 
The next lemma will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let n 3 3 be even, f: S’ + SO(n) be Z,-equivariant from circle to rotation 
group, and [f] E x1 SO(n) z Z2 be its homotopy class; then [f] is trivial if and only if 
n = 0mod4. 
Proof Since n is even, if A = (aij) E SO(n), then -A = (-aij) E SO(n). In SO(n), by 
identifying A with -A, we obtain a quotient space, the projective orthogonal group 
PSO(n), and 7c2: SO(n) + PSO(n) the canonical 2-fold covering map. For z E S’ c C, define 
rcl(z) = z2, thus x1 : S’ + S’ is also a 2-fold covering map. 
Let f : S’ + SO(n) be Z2-equivariant. Then we have an associated map f”: S’ + PSO(n) 
and the following commutative diagram: 
S’ f, SO(n) 
lz, Inz (*) 
S’ S--SO(n) 
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(i) For n = 0 mod 4, it is well known that from rrl PSO(n) g Zz 0 Zz, the commutative 
diagram ( * ) follows the following commutative diagram of fundamental groups: 
7rrs’ -A 7crSO(n) E 22 
I “I* I %* 
7clS’ -5 n, PSO(n) g zz 0 zz 
Since ?rn,*(l) = 2 E 7clS’ E z, 7rz*f*(l) =f*7rnl*(l) =?*(2) = 27*(l) = 0 E nrPSO(n) r 
Zz 0 Z2. On the other hand, the map 7r2., : n,SO(n) -+ x1 PSO(n) induced by the covering 
map 7r2 : SO(n) + PSO(n) is injective. Hence [f] =f,(l) = 0 E ~,S0(n) % Zz. 
(ii) For n E 2 mod 4. In this case we have nl PSO(n) s Z,, and the Hurewicz homomor- 
phism H: n, PSO(n) + H,(PSO(n); Z) is indeed an isomorphism. The following homomor- 
phisms induced from Kronecker indices 
Hl(PSO(n); Z,) 5 Hom(H~(PSO(n); Z), Z,) E z2 
H’(S’; Z,) -L Hom(H,(S’; Z), Z,) zi z2 
are also isomorphims, as Ext(Z, Z,) = 0. 
The map f*: H’(PSO(n); Z,) -+ H’(S’; Z,) induced from f”: S’ -+ PSO(n) is an isomor- 
phism. The reason is as follows. Denote by <, r~ the real line bundels over PSO(n) and S’, 
respectively (associated with the 2-fold coverings 7r2 and 7cl, respectively). The commutative 
diagram (*) yields a relation f”*(t) = q, then it follows that f*(c~~(l)) = ml(q), where 
~~(5) E H’(PSO(n); Z,) g Z2 and ol(q) E H’(S’; Z,) g Zz. The first Stiefel-Whitney 
classes, are all nontrivial. Now from the isomorphisms 
H’(PSO(n); Z,) a Hom(H1(PSO(n); Z,) H’ Hom(n,PSO(n); Z,) 
H’(S’; Z,) 22 Hom(H1(S’); Z,) H’ Hom(nlS’; Z,) 
and the knowledge of Kronecker index, we finally obtain that the map 
&: x1 S’ -+ nl PSO(n) E Z, sends a generator of nl S’ E’ Z to a generator of x1 PSO(n) 2 Z4; 
and then from the commutative diagram of fundamental groups induced from the com- 
mutative diagram (*), we will complete the proof of our lemma. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i) The first case is for k = 0. If f is not onto, deg f is obviously 
trivial. Suppose that f is onto. The Sard’s theorem tells us that there exists a point q in S” 
such that q is a regular value and f - ‘(4) is a nonempty and finite set. By Lemma 2.1, Wq is 
a one-dimensional subspace and f- ‘(4) = WqnS” is a two-point set, which we denote by 
f- ‘(4) = {P, -P>. C onsequently, degf = Sigdf, + Sig df_, = 0 or &2. 
Let -id:S” + S” denote the antipodal map. Then it is orientation-preserving if and only 
if n is odd. Since fis a quadratic form, then f=f.( -id), and so dfp = df_;d( -id),,, where 
cff, is the tangent map at p. Consequently, Sigdf, = Sigdf-, for n odd, and 
Sig df, = - Sig df- p for n even. Hence the relation def g = Sig df, + Sig df_ p follows. 
In next step, let us consider the case k 2 1. By Lemma 2.1, for every q E S”, f-‘(q) is 
a great sphere. When q is in image of f and is a regular value, f-l(q) has dimension 
n + k - n = k. When k 2 1, in order to classify the homotopy classes of maps from S”+k to 
S”, we use the framed normal bundle theory of Pontrjagin and Thorn [a]. 
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Wood [23] showed that if m and n are integers with m 2 2d > n for some integer d, then 
every polynomial map f : S” + S” is constant. 
(iv) Let k = 2. By Wood’s result mentioned above, we only need to consider the case 
n > 3. Let f:S”+’ -+ S” be a quadratic form. Suppose f is onto (otherwise the homotopy 
class [f] is trivial), by Sard’s theorem, we may find a regular value q E S”, such that f-‘(q) 
is a two-dimensional submanifold of Sn+2. In fact it is a great sphere by Lemma 2.1. For 
every p l f-l(q), the tangent map df,: TSi+2 + TS: vanishes on the subspace Tf-l(q),,, 
and sends its orthogonal complement Tf- ’ (4): isomorphically onto TS:. Then we have an 
induced framed normal bundle on f- ‘(4). The homotopy class of the map 
f - i(q) = S2 + SO(n) given by this framed normal bundle corresponds [2] to the homotopy 
class of the map f : Sn+2 -+ S”. But it is well-known that [21] 7r2SO(n) = 0 (n > 3), so 
Cfl E 71.+2 S” is trivial. 
(ii) Let k 2 1. Suppose f:S”+’ -+S” is onto (otherwise [If] is trivial in rr,+,Jn). By 
Said’s theorem, there exists a regular value q is S”, so that f - ‘(4) c S”+k is a k-dimensional 
submanifold. By Lemma 2.1, f- ‘(4) is in a fact a k-dimensional great sphere Sk c S”+k. We 
may assume by an orthogonal transformation that Sk is a “standard” great sphere, i.e. 
Sk = {(&xi ,... ,xk,O ,... ,O)ES”+k} c S”+k 
This sphere can in particular be equipped “trivially” with the field of normal frames 
r0 = @k+l, . . . ,%+k) 
where ej are the standard basis vectors in Rnfkfl. The resulting framed normal bundle 
(Sk, z,,) clearly corresponds to the zero element of the group ?r,+kS”. The difference between 
the field of normal frames rf induced by the map f and to yields a map 
Sk -+ O(n) 
which is denoted by z/. If p E Sk, then -p E Sk. The relation f = f. (-id) follows that 
df, = df_ P. d( - id), and we have 
d(-id),(ek+i,... ,en+k) = (-ek+l, . . . , -%+k) 
so zf: Sk + O(n) is Z2-equivariant, i.e. r/(--x) = -r,(x). But Sk is connected for k > 1, 
hence n must be even, 
(iii) Let k = 1 and n > 4 be even. Suppose f: S”+ ’ -+ S” is onto. Then there exists 
a regular value q in image off, so that f - ‘(4) is a circle (Lemma 2.1). We may assume by an 
orthogonal transformation that this circle is a “standard” circle, i.e. 
S’={(cos8,sin8,0 ,..., O)ES”+~}CS”+~. 
This resulting framed normal bundle (S’, re) clearly corresponds to the zero element of the 
group K,+ 1 S” = Z2 (n > 4). The same consideration as before yields that 
rf : S’ + SO(n) 
is Z,-equivariant, and its homotopy class [zf] in rrl SO(n) E Z2 (n 2 3) corresponds to the 
homotopy class [f ] in x,+ 1 S” g Z2 (n 2 3). The left part of the proof will be completed by 
using directly Lemma 2.2. 0 
Remark 
(1) Theorem 1.2(i) for n even was proved by [24]. 
(2) Yiu [24] proved that every quadratic form S25 + S23 is constant. 
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3. ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
An orthogonal multiplication is a bilinear map f : R’ x R” + R” which is norm-preserv- 
ing: 
If(x,y)l=lxlIyI forallxER’andyERS. 
The Hopf construction off is the map 
rp:S *+s-1 +&cj” 
given by cp(x, y) = (2f(x, y), 1x1’ - 1~1’). cp is a quadratic form, and harmonic when r = s. 
Orthogonal multiplication plays an important role in the existence of harmonic map 
between spheres. Let us recall the following key result due to Ratto [6,18]. 
THEOREM 3.1. The Hopf construction cp: S’+“- l --, S” on an orthogonal multiplication 
f : R’ x R” + R” is homotopic to a harmonic map, provided that either r = s or r, s > 6. 
Generalizing the Hopf construction, one has the a-Hopf construction 
cpol:S 
r+s-1 ~ S” 
given by cpJsin 0.x, cos 8.y) = (sin ~(0). f (x, y), cos a(@), where CC: [0,7c/2] + [0, rr], and 
also ~(0) = 0, a(n/2) = x. When ~(0) = 28, the cr-Hopf construction is nothing but the 
original Hopf construction. When r = s or r, s > 6, by solving a harmonic equation [18] 
one sees that (P= is harmonic. 
It is clear that there is a homotopy 
h(t, 0): [0,7c/2] + [0, 711 for all t E [0, l] 
with h(0, 0) = 28, h(1, 0) = g(0). Thus there is a homotopy between cp and (Pi: 
cpt:S r+s-1 *S” 
given by qpt(sin 6’. x, cos 8. y) = (sinh (t, 0) f (x, y), cash (t, 0)). Since qt: Sr+s-l + S” is an 
even map, it induces i&: P’+‘- ’ --+ S” from real projective space to Euclidean sphere, @ is 
homotopic to $,, and C& is harmonic. 
Recall that a bilinear map f : R’ x R” + R” is nonsingular, if f (x, y) = 0 implies x = 0 or 
y = 0. An orthogonal multiplication is always nonsingular. The following fundamental 
theorem was proved by Hopf and Stiefel [lo, 221. 
LEMMA 3.2. If there exists a nonsingular bilinear map f: Rr x R” + R”, then the binomial 
coefJicients (J), where n - r < j < s, are even. 
For convenience, we shall refer to this as the Hopf-Stiefel condition. In fact, the 
condition “bilinear” in the lemma may replaced by “biskew”. 
It is useful to note here that the binomial coefficient 
with ai, bj = 1 or 0 is odd if and only if bk < ak for all k. 
Definition 3.3 (Lam [14]). r # s (r * s, respectively) denotes the smallest integer n for 
which there exists a nonsingular bilinear (orthogonal multiplication, respectively) map of 
the form R’ x R” -+ R”. 
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The functions r # s and I * s are far from being determined, but for small values of 
I and s, tabulation is available in [13, 141. Note that r # s serves as a crude lower bound 
for r * s. The following two important conclusions were established by Lam [ 141. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let cp: S’+“- ’ -+ S” be the Hopf construction on an orthogonal multiplication 
f: R’ x R” -+ R”. Then there exists at least one point in S’+‘- ’ at which cp has Jacobian rank 
>r#s. 
LEMMA. 3.5 Let cp be given as in the last lemma. Then for any point q in S”, the inverse 
image q-l(q) is always a great sphere, i.e. a subsphere cut out from S’+“- ’ by a linear 
subspace W in R”“. Moreover, the smooth map cp : Sri”- ’ -+ S” has Jacobian rank dim W’ at 
any point p E cp- ‘(4). 
Adem [l] has constructed many orthogonal multiplications, including a form 
f:R”xR” -+ R32, the Hopf construction cp on it gives a harmonic map cp :S33 + S32, and 
its homotopy class [q] is in 7~~~s 32 = Z2. The next proposition covers a complete answer to 
the problem posed by Eells and Lemaire [3, p. 321. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. [q] E z33S32 is trivial. But 4: P33 --f S32 is a harmonic map and is not 
null-homotopic, where $ is induced by the quadratic form cp : S33 + S32, which is an even map. 
Remark 
(1) The first part of the proposition was given in [16]. In fact, this conclusion is easy to 
obtain from the observation that f: R” x R17 -+ R 32 is induced from an orthogonal 
multiplication with higher dimension: R1’ x R” + R32 [l]. 
(2) Our proof does not depend on the special construction of the orthogonal multiplica- 
tion f: R” x R” + R32. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let cp: S33 + S32 be the Hopf construction on an orthogonal 
multiplication f: R” x R” + R32 Then cp is a quadratic form. The first statement of our . 
proposition is immediate, if we use Theorem 1.2(iii). In the next part let us focus on the map 
Cj:P33 . -+ S32 We first of all show that there exists a regular value q in the image of map cp. 
Since the binomial coefficient (:i) is odd, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 
17 # 17 > 31. By Lemma 3.4, there exists a point p in S33 at which cp has Jacobian rank 
> 17 # 17, and 32 > rank dq, > 17 # 17 > 31, so that rank dq, = 32, p is a regular point. 
Denoting q = q(p) E S32, we may see by Lemma 3.5 that q is a regular value, and @l(q) is 
a great circle of S33, i.e. cp-‘(4) = W n S33, where W is a two-dimensional linear subspace 
of R34. 
Passing through a fixed regular point p E cp-l(q), we have a 33-dimensional linear 
subspace m of R34 such that 
WnWnS33 = {p, -p>, 
as well as 
wnS33 = S32 
and then we get a map, by restricting cp to this S32: 
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with ($-l(q) = (p, -pj. It can be shown that q is still a regular value of cp’, The argument 
above produces a commutative diagram: 
32 
It is clear that the mod2 degree of 4’ induced by 4 is one 4’ is not null-homotopic. 
Hence @ is not null-homotopic, either. The proof is complete. 
Remark. By the Pontrjagin-Steenrod classification theorem (cf. [20]), we see without 
difficulty that the set [P”“, S”] of homotopy classes of maps from real projective space 
P ‘+ ’ to sphere S” has order of 1,2 or 4, when n E 3,1 mod 4, or n is even respectively, n z=- 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For j = 7. By [14], 7 * 16 = 16, so 7* (16~ + 1) 6 7 * (16~) + 
7 * 1 < (7 * 16)~ + 7 = 16~ + 7. On the other hand, since the binomial coefficient (16p6+6) is 
odd, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 7 # (16~ + 1) > 16p + 7. Hence 
7*(16p + 1) = 7 # (16~ + 1) = 16~ + 7. Let f: R7 x R16@l +R16p+7 be an orthogonal 
multiplication, and rp: S16P+7 + S16p+7 be the Hopf construction on it. By Lemma 3.4, there 
exists a point x E S16p+ 7, such that rank, rp 2 7 # (16~ + 1) = 16~ + 7. It means that x is a 
regular point of p. By Lemma 3.5, we have the expression PO- ‘(C&C)) = W nS16Pf7, where 
W is a line of R’6pf8 . For Q = q(x), q-l(Q) = (+x}, and --x is also a regular point. Since 
16~ + 7 is odd, by using Theorem 1.2(i), we obtain immediately that the degree of cp is +2. 
Since 7 > 6, 16~ + 1 > 6, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the map cp of degree +2 is 
homotopic to a harmonic map. 
For other values of j, the proof is similar and we need only to display the outlines as 
follows. 
For j = 9. By [14], 9 * 16 = 16, then 9 *(16p + 1) < 9 * 16~ + 9 * 1 < 16~ + 9. On the 
other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 1) >, 16~ + 9, as (‘6i’8) is 
odd. 
Forj=11.By[14],9*3=11,then9*(16p+3)~9*16p+9*3~16p+11.0nthe 
other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 3) 3 16~ + 11, as ( 16pi lo) is 
odd. 
Forj=13.By~14],9~5=13,then9*(16p+5)~9~16p+9*5~16p+13.Onthe 
other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 5) 3 16~ + 13, as ( 16pl It) is 
odd. 
Forj=15andp~O.By[14],7*9=15,then7*(16p+9)~7*16p+7*9d16p+ 
15. On the other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 7 # (16~ + 9) 2 16~ + 15, as 
16p+14 
( 8 ) is odd. 
For j = 1 and p 3 1 and 16, p > 1. First of all, the Hurewicz-Radon theorem [ 11,171 
assures that 17 *(16(p - 1)) = 16(p - l), since 16(p - 1) z Omod2*, and ~(2’) = 8 x 2 + 
2O = 17, where p(k) is the Hurewicz-Radon function, p(k) = &I + 2” when 
k = 24a+b(2~ + 1) with 0 6 b < 3. Then we have the inequality 
17*(16p-15)=17*(16(p-1)+1)<17*16(p-1)+17*1 
= 16(p - 1) + 17 = 16~ + 1. 
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On the other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 17 # (16~ - 15) > 16~ + 1, as 
(‘p,“) is odd for p E 1 mod 16. 
For j=3 and p=lmodl6, p>l. By [14], 17*3=19, then 17*(16p-13)~ 
17 * 16( p - 1) + 19 = 16~ + 3. On the other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 
17 # (16~ - 13) 2 16~ + 3. 
For j=5 and p=lmod16, p>l. By [14], 17*5=21, then 17*(16p-11)~ 
17* 16(p - 1) + 17 * 5 = 16(p - 1) + 21 = 16~ + 5. On the other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel 
condition implies that 17 # (16~ - 11) > 16~ + 5, as (16p14) is odd. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. 0 
It is well-known [4] that every harmonic map 40: Pz + S2 is constant, where P2 denotes 
the real projective plane. By way of contrast, Wood [3, Section 81 noted that an isoparamet- 
ric example of Cartan produces a harmonic map P4 + S4 in the nontrivial homotopy class 
of such maps. Eells and Lemaire in [S] posed a problem: Is the generator of [Pm, Sm] = 2 or 
Za, for m odd or even, respectively, harmonically representable for m 2 3? For almost all 
integers m, we give an affirmative answer to their problem. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let m = 16~ + j with j satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) 7 <j < 15, or j = 0, and p > 1; 
(2) 1 <j<6andp>l,p=lmodl6 
then the generator of cohomotopy group [Pm, Sm] admits a harmonic representative. 
Recall that if m is odd, Pm is orientable, [Pm, Sm] E 2, and for f, g: Pm + S”, f is 
homotopic to g if and only if deg f = deg g; if m is even, Pm is nonorientable, [Pm, Sm] z Zz, 
and for f, g: Pm + S”, f is homotopic to g if and only if their mod2 degrees coincide, i.e. 
dega f = deg, g. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. For m odd, m = 16p + j, and j satisfies the condition of the 
theorem. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we constructed a series of orthogonal multiplications, 
and obtained quadratic forms cp :S” + S” which are the Hopf construction. Let rr: S” + Pm 
be the canonical covering map, then cp = 4. TT, where 6 : Pm + S” is the map induced from 
the even map 9. The factorization 40 = 4. rt implies that deg 9 = deg 6. deg 7~ = 2deg 4. 
Combining it with the conclusion deg cp = f2, we obtain that deg 4 = f 1, so its homotopy 
class [+I E [Pm, Sm] is a generator. Moreover 6 is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
For m even, m = 16~ + j, and j satisfies the condition of the theorem. If we can construct 
an orthogonal multiplication f: R’ x R” + R” with r + s = m + 1, such that its Hopf con- 
struction cp:S” -+ S” has a regular value in the image of cp (denote it by Q), then q-‘(Q) is 
a two-point set 
v,-'(Q)= (P,--PI 
so 4: Pm + S” has mod 2 degree one, and 4 is homotopic to a harmonic map. Therefore it is 
sufficient o construct a series of orthogonal mulitplications. 
Forj=8,m=16p+j,p~l,8*(16p+1)~8*16p+8*1~16p+8,andtheHopf- 
Stiefel condition implies that 8 # (16~ + 1) > 16~ + 8. So 8*(16p + 1) = 8 # (16~ + 1) 
= 16~ + 8. The left part of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. 
For j=lO, m=16p+j,p>i. By [14], 9*2=10, 9*(16~+2)<9*16~+9*2< 
16~ + 10, and the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 2) > 16~ + 10. 
For j=12, m=16p+j, p&l. By [14], 9*4=13, 9*(16p+4)<16p+2, and the 
Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 4) > 16~ + 12. 
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Forj=14,m=16p+j,p~1.By[14],9*6=14,9*(16p+6)~16p+14,andthe 
Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ + 6) > 16p + 14. 
For j=O, m=16p+j, pal. By [14], 9*8=16, 9*(16p-8)<9*(16(p-l)+ 
9 * 8 d 16p, and the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 9 # (16~ - 8) 2 16~. 
Forj = 2, m = 16~ + j and p E 1 mod 16, p > 1. Since 16(p - 1) = Omod2’, ~(2’) = 17, 
the Hurewicz-Radon theorem assures that 17 * (16(p - 1)) = 16(p - 1). By [14], 
17 * 2 = 18, so 17 * (16~ - 14) < 17 * 16(p - 1) + 17 * 2 < 16~ + 2. The Hopf-Stiefel con- 
dition implies that 17 # (16~ - 14) 2 16p + 2. 
For j=4, m=16p+j and p-lmodl6, p>l. By [14], 17*4=20, so 
17 * (16~ - 12) < 17 * (16(p - 1)) + 17 * 4 < 16~ + 4, and the Hopf-Stiefel condition im- 
plies that 17 # (16~ - 12) > 16p + 4. 
For j = 6, m=16p+j and pElmodl6, p>l. By [14] 17*6=22, SO 
17*(16p - 10) G 17*(16(p - 1)) + 17*6 Q 16(p - 1) + 22 = 16p + 6, and the Hopf- 
Stiefel condition implies that 17(16p - 10) > 16p + 6. 
Now the proof of Thoerem 3.7 is complete. 0 
The homotopy group z, + 1 S” E Zz for n > 3, generated by the iterated suspension of the 
Hopf fibration. Smith [9] showed that the generator of this group is harmonic representa- 
tive for n = 3,4, . . . ,8. We gave in [ 151 a harmonic generator of rc,, is” for n = lo,12 or 16, 
by using the gradient maps of isoparametric functions (see also [7, 163). The following result 
extends these conclusions. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let m = 32p + 14 or 32p + 10 (p > 1). Then the homotopy group TC,+ 1S” 
has a harmonic generator. 
Proof For m = 32p + 14, p >, 1. By [14], lo* 6 = 14. Since ~(32) = 10, the 
Hurewicz-Radon theorem assures that 
10*(32p + 6) < 10*32p + 10*6 = 32p + 14. 
On the other hand, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 
10 # (32~ + 6) 2 32p + 14. 
Then, we may construct an orthogonal multiplication 
j-:R 10 x ~32p+6 ~ ~32p+ 14 
whose Hopf construction q : S”+ 1 + S” with m = 32p + 14 has a regular value in the image 
of q. Since m = 2mod4, it is clear from Theorem 1.2(iii) that [q] generates the group 
rc,+ 1Sm g Z2. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1, cp is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
For m = 32p + 10, p > 1. The proof is similar. It suffices to point out that 
10*(32p+2)=10#(32p+2)=32p+lO. 
4. TOTALLY GEODESIC EMBEDDINGS INTO STIEFEL MANIFOLDS 
With the Riemannian metric induced by the standard embedding V,,, + (R”r on 
a Stiefel manifold of orthogonal s-frames in R”, an orthogonal multiplication f : R’ x R” x R” 
determines a significant totally geodesic embedding [7] 
q+S’_’ -+ V”,, 
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given by cp.&) = (fk em), . .. , f(x, e,)), where el , . . . , e,, is the standard basis of Euclidean 
space R”. 
Let n = r + s - 1 and r, s > 1. Then the homotopy class [qf] of cpf belongs to the 
homotopy group r~-~T/r+~-~,~, which is as known isomorphic to [21] 
Z for r odd 
n,-1G-1,s z Z2 for r even. 
In Section 3, we constructed a series of orthogonal multiplications f: 
R7XR16P+l _,R16P+7, 
R9 x R’6P+3 ~ R’6Pf11, 
R7X~16P+9+~16P+15. 
When p - 1 mod 16 and p > 1, we have 
R17 x R16P- 15 ~ R’6P+ 1, 
R9xR’6P+’ ,R’6P+9 
R9 x Rt6Pt5 ~ R’6P+ t?n 
R’7 x R’6P- t3 ,R’6P+3 
THEOREM 4.1. The homotopy class of the totally geodesic embedding qr associated with 
the orthogonal multiplications above generates the groups n,_ 1 V,,,_ l,s z Z. 
We have to introduce the J-homomorphism in order to prove this theorem. 
Define g: S’ + V,,, by g(x) = (g,(x), . . . ,gk(x)) for x E S’, gl (x), . . . , gk(x) E R”. This map 
induces the pairing 
SixRk+R” 
by sending (x, y) to Cj= 1 yjgj(X), where y = (yr , . . . , yk) E Rk. We may extend it t0 a norm- 
preserving map 
g#:Ri+l xRk-+R” 
and denote by J(g) its Hopf construction ptk + S”. It is obvious to see that we obtain 
a well-defined map 
J: 7CiVn.k * ni+kS” 
and J is indeed a homomorphism which is called generalizaed J-homomorphism. When 
k = n, V,,, = O(n), J: niO(n) -+ Bi+nSn is just the original J-homomorphism. 
The following result was obtained by Lam, and it may also be regarded as a corollary of 
Theorem 2 of [9]. Here we give an original proof using the Brouwer degree. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let i = n - k, k > 1 and J:n,_k, V,,k + n,S” the generalized J-homomor- 
phism, then 
(1) for n - k even, n,_kV,,k Z Z, J(1) = 2; 
(2) for n - k odd, B~_~V,,, Z Zz, J is trivial. 
Proof. Assertion (2) is evident. Let us consider case (1). 
It is well-known [21] that the group r&_kv,,k ? Z has a generator 
g: Sri--- + V”,, 
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givenbyg(x)=((xo,xi ,..., x,_~,O ,..., 0),en_k+2 ,..., e,),wherex=(xO ,..., x._L)ES”-k. 
The norm-preserving map g” induced by g is 
Rn-k+l xRk+R” 
whichsends(x,y)to(ylxO ,..., y1x,-k,y21xl ,..., yklxl),Wherex=(xO ,..., x,_k)ER”-k+l 
and y = (yi, . . . , yk) E Rk. The Hopf construction on g# is 
J(g): S” + S” 
which sends (X0, . . . ,X,_k,yI, . . . , yk) t0 (X; + ... + x,‘-, - yf - ... + Y,2,2Y,Xo, 1.. , 
2.hxn-k,2Y2iXI,... ,2ykIXl). 
Take Q=(fi/2,$/2,O ,..., @ES”, then for PE(J(g))-l(Q), p=(xO ,..., x,-k, 
Yl, ... I Yk) with X1 = ... =x,_k=yZ= ... =yk=O, as Well as x0 = *$G7$2, 
Yl=+d=$ /2, the inverse image of Q is a two-point set. It is entirely straightforward 
to express the Jacobian of J(g) at p as follows: 
t 
2x,, 2x1 .” 2x,-k -2Y, 
2Yl 0 2X0 





Moreover its determinant is (-l)“- k+42n+1(yf + lxlz)y~-k~lxlk-l. Consequently, the 
Brouwer degree of J(g) is equal to two. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 immediately follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 1.1. 
By Lemma 4.2, we see that the totally geodesic embeddings induced from the following 
orthogonal multiplications are null-homotopic, since the Hopf constructions cp on them 
have Brouwer degree zero by Theorem 1.2(i): 
R9 x ~‘6~+2 --+ Rt6P+10, R9 x ~16P+4 --) ~16P+l2 
R9 x R16P+6 ~ R16P+14, R9 x R’6P-8 + R’6P 
when p > 1 and p 5 1, mod 16, we have 
R’7 x R’~P- 14 ~ ~16~+2, R’7 x ~‘6p- 12 ~ ~16p+4 
R’7 x R’6p-10 ~ R’6p+6. 
Let f: R’ x R” + R” be an orthogonal multiplication, which produces a totally geodesic 
embedding cp,: S’-’ + V,,,,. When r=s=n, n= 1,2,4 or 8, and q/:S’-‘+0(n). It is 
stated in [S] that qr: S”- ’ + O(n) is the characteristic map of tangent bundle of S”-‘. The 
following argument assures that it is a mistake, in accordance with reference [21]. 
Forn=2,cpf:S’ + O(2) is just a generator of the group n10(2) = Z, but the character- 
istic map of the tangent bundle of S2 is twice the generator as homotopy class. 
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For n = 4, pp/: S3 + O(4) generates a direct sum divisor of the group naO(4) = Z 0 Z, 
the other generator CI is the homotopy class of the canonical covering map p: S3 + SO(3). 
But the characteristic map of the tangent bundle of S4 represents the element 2[pf] - ~1. 
For n = 8, p = [rpf] E x70(8) z Z @ Z [12] is a generator of a direct sum divisor. The 
homomorphism 71,0(8) 2 7c,O(9) is onto, and 7r,O(9) is generated by i*/? (denote by fl as 
well), but i,[r] = 0, where z denotes the characteristic map of the tangent bundle of S8. 
Let f :R8 x R8J’+’ -+R8P’8 be an orthogonal multiplication used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1, given by 
f(%Yl,...,Yp,~) = (XYl,... ,XYp,Xt) 
where x E R’, (yl, . . . , y,) E R8 x ... x R’, t E R1 c R8, the multiplication is induced from 
the Cayley numbers. Then fdetermines a totally geodesic embedding qr: S7 --+ Vs,+ s, sp+ 1. 
IfP z 1, Ciofl E 717~8p+8,8p+l = z2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. [qf] is trivial if and only if p is odd. 
Proof: Let x E S7, then the map ‘p, can be written 
r 
cPr0 (4 
‘pf (4 = cpso (4
X 
where fO: R* x RB + R* is the multiplication of the Cayley numbers. 
Consider the exact homotopy sequence [21] of the fiber 
SO(8p + 8) 4 f’sp+s,sp+~: 
717 S’Wp + 8) A n7 1/8p+w,p+~ 2 ~6 SW) 
the first is isomorphic to Z by Bott’s periodicity theorem, the second 
bundle SO(7) L 
item is Z2, and the 
third item is trivial (cf. [12]). Then rr*(j?) is a generator of 7r7Vsp+ a,sp+ 1, where j? is the 
canonical generator of rr7 SO(8) we mentioned before. We obtain immediately that 
[qf] = n.+(/Y” ‘) = (p + l)n,(P) and hence the proposition. 
Remark. Similar to the construction of the totally geodesic embedding (Pi, associated 
with an orthogonal multiplication f: R’ x R” + R”, we have symmetrically another totally 
geodesic embedding: 
lj+ss-r + V,,, 
given by +J (x) = (f(e1,4, . . . , f@,, 4). 
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